The transverse mode coupling instability due to localized structures of a storage ring, like RF-cavities, is investigated in presence of radiation damping and quantum excitation for both synchrotron and betatron oscillations.
INTRODUCTION
A relativistic charged particle passing through the conducting structures of an accelerator induces electromagnetic wakefields which react on the particles following. This phenomenon gives rise to a collective force leading, under certain conditions, to a coherent single bunch instability generally described in terms of transverse mode coupling [1] [2] . Indeed 
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provided the function f(T,p ,t,t') satisfies the reduced longer than the synchrotron period.
As in the previous paper [5], we focus our attention on the function D (T) = D(T,nT-T), describing the transverse dipole density at the fixed azimuth 00 after n machine revolutions. Then, from Eqs.(4), (7), (8) and neglecting both synchrotron and betatron phase advances over a bunch length, we obtain the following integral equation .54
